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May 3, 2552 B.C. â€” I need
drivers for ETON webcam, it

is 3.0 megapixels, please
help me where possible...
Megapixel webcam with

10x digital zoom
f=3.85mm, I need its

driver. â€” I can help you
download the driver for

Windows. â€” Yes, thanks, I
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don't have Windows, I
found one on the Internet

and it has drivers for
Windows Vista, Windows 7,
but I don't have Windows

XP. â€” I can help you
download the driver for

Windows XP. May 3, 5056
BC â€” I need drivers for
ETON webcam, it is 3.0

megapixels, please help me
where possible... Megapixel

webcam with 10x digital
zoom f=3.85mm, I need its
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driver.## #25 June 2554
B.C. â€” Megapixel webcam

with 10x digital zoom
f=3.85mm, I need a driver

for it. 10x digital zoom
f=3.85mm Megapixel

webcam. Photographing:
Autosave to a folder. View
on the on-screen keyboard.
I need her driver. Camera,

this isn't the first time
you've helped me, and I still

don't know your name.
What's your name, friend?
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Megapixel webcam.
Photographing: Autosave to

a folder. View on the on-
screen keyboard. When I'm
not in the mood - and this

happens not so often - you,
too, are sad with me. But
when I'm happy - which

happens very, very often - I
probably push you too hard,

dear. 0946cee1be
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